IVR in Retail

Shop Direct Cuts Contact Center
Call Times and Costs
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TACTICAL
IMPROVMENTS TO
THE IVR HELPS
RETAIL GROUP GIVE
CALLERS FASTER,
SMARTER, AND
MORE ENGAGING
EXPERIENCES

At Shop Direct Group (SDG), the phones never stop ringing. With three
unique brands managing over 31 million calls per year, the contact centre is
right at the core of the business. So, when they wanted to improve caller
experiences, cut average call times, and make the IVR smarter and more
welcoming, SDG got in touch with VoxGen.
By learning from their agents, analysing customer contact experiences, and
conducting use research such as call listening, interviews and usability studies,
we were able to design a range of new IVR modules to serve the individual
needs of SDG’s three brands. Today, callers get routed to an appropriate
agent faster, and that agent knows who they are, thanks to automated
identification and verification in the IVR.
But developing the new IVR functionality was just the start of VoxGen’s
relationship with SDG. Through a process of continuous analysis and iteration,
we’ve made a huge number of incremental improvements and updates to the
IVR since the initial project.
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WITH VOXGEN’S HELP:
85% of callers are now identified and verified in the
automated system
88% of customers prefer the automated system to
transferring to an offshore agent
50% of customers surveyed rated the IVR 10/10.
82% of customers rated the IVR 7/10 or higher
Self-service uptake has increased by 20%

THE CHALLENGE: IMPROVING CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCES FOR 31 MILLION CALLERS
With such a high volume of calls coming into SDG’s contact centre
every day, something had to be done to cut call durations, improve
routing, and contain more requests within the IVR. Achieving all of
this required us to design some powerful new modules—keeping
customer experience in mind.
Because the vast majority of SDG’s customer contact was happening
by phone, it was also where the group found most opportunities to
cross-sell and upsell. When creating the new modules, we had to
ensure that customers would still be able to hear about offers
and discounts—without making the system sound like an
automated salesperson.
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THE SOLUTION: A THREE-PHASE CUSTOMERCENTRIC IVR OVERHAUL
To minimise disruption and ensure that the new functionality would
be well received by customers, we carried out prototype usability
research upfront, iterating the design to address usability issues
identified. The IVR updates were then deployed in three phases:

BEFORE

2.1/5: average customer rating of the helpfulness of the
information they heard while waiting in response to CSAT
statements based on a 5-point scale.

Phase 1 introduced identification and verification for all calls, to
identify each caller and understand their reason for calling before
routing them to an appropriate agent.

AFTER

Phase 2 saw the implementation of self-service for common
requests like payments, order status, returns, account information,
and catalogue orders—removing the need for callers to wait for an
agent.

4.1/5: average customer rating with the new on-hold experience
in place in response to CSAT statements based on a 5-point scale.

Phase 3 was the design and evaluation of a personalised on-hold
experience. We recorded on-hold messages for each of SDG’s
brands, ensuring that callers only hear messages relating to the
brand they are calling.

Continuous improvement based on testing and learning is part of
VoxGen’s IVR design philosophy. As we manage SDG’s IVR for the
client on a managed service basis, we’re able to monitor usage
and routinely update the system accordingly. In this way we can
keep SDG’s IVR experience as fresh and relevant as the day the new
functions were first deployed—and avoid IVR rot.
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THE RESULTS: SHORTER CALLS AND
HAPPIER CALLERS
With the new modules in place, customers get faster, more relevant
service, agents spend less time asking the same questions at the
start of every call, and the business saves money by containing more
calls within the IVR.

LISTEN IN

FOLLOWING THE IMPLEMENTATION:
85%+ of callers are automatically identified and verified, saving
15-20 seconds of agent time per call
88% said they preferred the new automated system to
transferring to an off-shore agent
82% of customers rated the IVR 7/10 with 50%
rating it 10/10
Self-service usage increased by 20%, cutting the volume of calls
that reach an agent
And those were just the results at launch. Thanks to VoxGen’s
philosophy of continuous iteration, the customer experience for
SDG’s callers has kept on improving for seven years.
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15 SECONDS MAY NOT SOUND
LIKE MUCH TIME, BUT WITH
31 MILLION CALLS A YEAR,
VOXGEN HAS HELPED SDG
SAVE ALMOST 130,000
AGENT HOURS
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KEY LESSONS LEARNED
Companies looking to improve or upgrade their IVR experience can
learn the following key lessons from this implementation:
Evaluate designs with real customers early on to iron out
usability issues before deployment
The hold space can be an effective place to communicate
offers to callers without negatively impacting caller experience
if designed well and if relevant to their reason for call
Monitor IVR usage and make iterations to keep the experience
fresh and customer relevant
Ensure the IVR represents and embodies your brand values
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ESSENTIAL IVR
READING
CHECK OUT OUR
BEST PRACTICE
ADVICE TO DELIVER
SMART, CONNECTED,
CONVERSATIONAL IVR

Outrageously Great
IVR Planning Guide
The 9 key principles to design,
develop and deploy smart, connected
conversational IVR applications

Quick Win
Guerrilla IVR Tactics
7 quick, low-cost ways to
transform your IVR customer
experience from good to great
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IVR Customer
Experience Checklist
Score your customer experience
against 35 essential IVR criteria to
pinpoint areas for improvement

Cloud IVR
Checklist

10 reasons to choose VoxGen
Cloud Hosting for your IVR

Let’s Rid the
World of Bad IVR
8 imperatives and our 4
differences to make your IVR
experiences extraordinary

The Channel
CX Forgot

Why bad IVR is undermining your
whole customer experience and
what to do about it
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EFFECTIVE IVR
IN ACTION
LEARN WHY THESE
SUCCESSFUL
ORGANISATIONS HAVE
HAPPIER CUSTOMERS

Healthcare IVR
Case Study

Insurance IVR
Case Study

Water Utility IVR
Case Study

Retail Pharmacy
IVR Case Study

A more human IVR delivers ROI
in just 7 months for healthcare
clinics chain

£2M saved over 5 years with
new self-service IVR handling
25% of all calls

Callers get faster answers at lower
cost, thanks to streamlined IVR

Customer satisfaction figures soar
with new self-service IVR application
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Get Started With a Free
IVR Assessment
If you’re interested in transforming your own IVR, or want to
know more about what a customer-centric IVR from VoxGen
could help you achieve, let’s talk. Get in touch today!
GET IN TOUCH
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